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Good morning delegates, Welcome to Olinmun, and specially to the
______________________
committee
where
we´ll
be
discussing
____________________________ I’d like to introduce my staff, as Deputy Chair
____________________, as Head of committee _____________________ as Chair
_____________________ and myself ________________ your Moderator. Let´s
begin.
-

MODERATOR: The floor is open, are there any points or motions on the

floor?
-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate of The Russian Federation, for what point or
motion do you rise?

-

RUSSIA: Motion to open the session

-

MODERATOR: That motion is in order at the time, is there a second for that
motion?

-

MODERATOR: Seconded by the delegate of United States, votes in favor?
Votes against? The motion clearly passes

-

MODERATOR: Delegates the floor is opened, are there any points or motions
on the floor?

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate of Rwanda, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

RWANDA: Motion to set the agenda on topic A, the situation in Darfur
(NOTE: The agenda may be set in either of the topics given to the delegates
and if the first motion to set the agenda fails, it will NOT automatically open the
other topic, but the motion will have to be placed on the floor again)

-

MODERATOR: That motion is in order, is there a second for that motion?

-

MODERATOR: Seconded by the delegate of Syria, delegate of Rwanda would
you like to speak in favor?

-

RWANDA: Yes I would

-

MODERATOR: Is there anyone who would like to speak against?

-

MODERATOR: Delegate of France will speak against setting the agenda on
topic A: the situation in Darfur. Delegate of Rwanda, you have 30 seconds.

-

RWANDA: The delegation of Rwanda believes we should open topic A first
since we believe the situation needs to be solved…

-

MODERATOR: Delegate of France, you have 30 seconds

-

FRANCE: The delegation o France believes we should start by setting the
agenda on Topic B: Child trafficking because the situation needs to be
addressed…

-

MODERATOR: Now we will proceed to immediate voting. All those in favor of
setting the agenda on topic A raise your placards.

-

MODERATOR: The motion passes. We are now discussing the situation in
Darfur. Delegates the floor is open, are there any points or motions on the
floor?

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate from Spain, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

SPAIN: Motion to set the speaker’s list
(NOTE: The speaker’s list is a space where delegates will be able to address
the entire committee and establish their position and also understand the
position of fellow countries)

-

MODERATOR: That motion is in order, all those wanting to be on the Speaker’s
list raise your placards
(NOTE: All delegates must leave their placards raised until their name is added
to the list of the screen)

-

MODERATOR: Delegates the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate of France, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

FRANCE: France moves to set the speaking time for two minutes with two
guaranteed questions
(NOTE: The speaking time has to be set between 1-2 minutes per delegate)
(NOTE: Guaranteed questions mean that no matter if the delegate’s speaking
time has ended, he/she will still have a right to be asked this questions, but if
during the speaking time guaranteed questions are not set, they may not ask to
have them unless an amendment is done to the speaking time)

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, is there a second for that motion?

-

MODERATOR: Seconded by the delegate of Sweden, all those in favor? All
those against?
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-

MODERATOR: That motion passes, we are now under a speaking time of two
minutes with two guaranteed questions. Delegates are there any points or
motions on the floor?

-

MODERATOR: Seeing none, we will proceed with the speaker’s list. Delegate
of Rwanda you are now recognized to speak in front of this committee for two
minutes

-

RWANDA: Good morning honorable chair and fellow delegates, Rwanda’s
position regarding the situation in Darfur is of major importance taking into
account the fact that… I yield my time to questions (5)
(NOTE: Time may be yielded to:

-

The chair

If the time is yielded to the chair, the
table will absorb the delegate’s time
and the delegate will have to take
their seat

Questions/ comments

If the time is yielded to comments or
questions the chair will consider how
many comments/questions may be
asked given the time remaining

Another delegate

If the time is yielded to another
delegate the one on the floor will take
their seat, and the delegate it was
yielded to will come to the front and
speak for the time remaining but may
NOT be asked any questions)

MODERATOR: And with that the delegate’s time has expired. Are there any
questions for the delegate?

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate from Mexico, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

MEXICO: Point of inquiry to the speaker

-

MODERATOR: Delegate, do you yield?

-

RWANDA: Yes, I do
(NOTE: If the delegate does not yield a question he automatically takes his
seat, and is not allowed to answer any more questions or comments)

-

MEXICO: Is it true that in 2008 Rwanda signed a treaty to help the people from
Darfur?

-

RWANDA: Yes, indeed it is, it was signed by our prime minister….
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-

MODERATOR: The delegate has been granted with a second guaranteed
question, yes delegate from he United States, for what point or motion do you
rise?

-

UNITED STATES: Point of inquiry to the speaker

-

MODERATOR: Delegate, do you yield?

-

RWANDA: Yes I do

-

UNITED STATES: Does Rwanda believe that his situation should be addressed
the same way…

-

RWANDA: Yes, it has been proven that the problem should be faced in certain
way since…

-

MODERATOR:

And with that the Speaker’s time has expired. Thank you

delegate, you may sit down, delegates are there any points or motions on the
floor?
-

MODERATOR: Seeing none, we will proceed with the Speaker’s List
(NOTE: Whenever there are no points or motions on the floor, the table will
automatically proceed to the Speaker’s List)

-

MODERATOR: Delegate of France, since you second the motion, you are now
recognized to speak in front of this committee for two minutes

-

…

-

MODERATOR: Delegates the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor?

-

MODERATOR: Delegate of South Africa, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

SOUTH AFRICA: Motion to open a Moderated Caucus
(NOTE: A moderated caucus is “less formal” space for delegates be able to
communicate more directly with all other delegates, nevertheless, the same
protocol must be followed, and no delegate may speak if the floor was not given
to them by the moderator. In order for a moderated caucus to be in order two
quarters of the committee must have presented their position on the Speaker’s
List)

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate that is in order at the time, for an extension of how
long?

-

SOUTH AFRICA: For an extension of 7 minutes

-

MODERATOR: The chair considers suitable to open a Moderated Caucus for
an extension of 11 minutes. Does the delegate wish to reestablish?
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(NOTE: If a motion is in order, but has not been established right, or the table
does not agree with the duration, the delegate is given the option to reestablish,
if the delegate does not wish to reestablish, the floor will be opened again, if he
does, the motion passes, once it has been established correctly)
-

SOUTH AFRICA: Yes. Motion to open a Moderated Caucus with the extension
of 11 minutes.

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, I need a second for that motion, yes
delegate from Congo seconds the motion, all votes in favor? All those against?

-

MODERATOR: The motion passes; we are now in a Moderated Caucus for a
time extension of eleven minutes. Delegate of South Africa, please establish

-

SOUTH AFRICA: The delegation of South Africa has already signed peace
treaties such as… and encourages other countries to take on the same ideals…

-

……

-

MODERATOR: Delegates, with that the time of the moderated caucus is over,
are there any points or motions on the floor?

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate of Germany, for what point or motion do you
rise?

-

GERMANY: Motion to extend the time of the moderated caucus for 7 minutes
(NOTE; The time extension for any caucus must be of a shorter extension than
the first motion to be in order, which means that if the original motion was to be
set at 11 minutes, the extension of the time has got to be of 9 minutes or less)

-

MODERATOR: The chair considers an extension of the moderated caucus for 7
minutes to be in order at the time. I need a second to that motion. Seconded by
the delegate of Zimbabwe.

-

MODERATOR: We are now in an extension of the moderated caucus for seven
minutes. Delegate of Germany please establish.

-

GERMANY: Germany would like to address this issue starting from the
protection of human rights…

-

……

-

MODERATOR: And with that the extension of the moderated caucus has
ended.
(NOTE: motions to extend the time will only be in order once)

-

MODERATOR: Delegates the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor? Seeing none we will proceed with the speaker´s list. Delegate of
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Uganda you are now recognized to speak in front of this committee for two
minutes and a half.
-

UGANDA: Uganda has suffered serious consequences from this problem
because…

-

MODERATOR: And with that the delegate’s time has expired. We will now
proceed to the two guaranteed questions. All delegates wanting to ask a
question to the delegate, please raise your placards. Delegate of Brazil and
delegate of Morocco.

-

……

-

MODERATOR: And with that the delegate’s time has expired. The floor is open,
are there any points or motions on the floor? Yes, delegate from Argentina, for
what point or motion do you rise?

-

ARGENTINA: Motion to open an extraordinary session of questions to the
delegate of Uganda.
(NOTE: An extraordinary session of questions is a space for a delegate to ask
direct questions to another in a formal way.

An extraordinary session of

questions may be done to any delegate as long as they have already presented
their position in front of the committee, delegates may refuse to receive the
extraordinary questions two times, the third time they will be given a warning)
-

MODERATOR: How many questions?

-

ARGENTINA: Three questions.

-

MODERATOR: The chair considers two questions would be suitable, do you
wish to reestablish?

-

ARGENTINA: Motion to open an extraordinary session of two questions to the
delegate of Uganda.

-

MODERATOR: That is in order, delegate of Uganda, do you yield?

-

UGANDA: I do.

-

MODERATOR: Two other delegates wanting to ask the delegate of Uganda a
question during this extraordinary session please raise your placards. Delegate
of Nigeria and delegate of Sweden, Delegate of Argentina, please rise to
establish.

-

ARGENTINA: How is Uganda affected by this problem, regarding the sole issue
of…?

-

UGANDA: First of all it affects our economy because…

-

MODERATOR: Thank you delegate, delegate of Nigeria
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-

ARENTINA: …

-

UGANDA: …

-

ARGENTINA: Point of personal privilege

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate

-

ARGENTINA: May I follow up?
(NOTE: When a delegate wishes to follow up, it means he/she wants to ask
another question a follow up will be in order ONLY if the second questions has
got a relation with the answer given by the delegate after the first question,
delegates have only got right to 1 follow up, nevertheless if the chair considers
it suitable a second follow up may be given to the delegate)

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate that is in order

-

ARGENTINA: Then why would Uganda refuse to sign the treaty involving…

-

UGANDA: …

-

MODERATOR: Delegate of Nigeria

-

NIGERIA: …

-

UGANDA…

-

SWEDEN: …

-

UGANDA: …

-

MODERATOR: Thank you delegate, you may now take your sit. Delegates, the
floor is open, are there any points or motions on the floor?

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate from Sudan, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

SUDÁN: Motion to open an unmoderated caucus for 12 minutes
(NOTE: For an unmoderated caucus to be in order, ALL delegates must have
presented their position in front of the entire committee)

-

MODERATOR: Yes, that is in order at the time, for what purpose?
(NOTE: Delegates will not be given time of Unmoderated Caucus to write a
resolution from scratch, all those wanting to write a possible resolution paper
must start and continue writing it throughout the development of the debate)

-

SUDÁN: With the purpose of discussing a working paper currently being written
by the delegate of _____________ with interested countries.

-

MODERATOR: That would be in order at the time, do you wish to reestablish?

-

SUDÁN: Motion to open an unmoderated caucus for 12 minutes with the sole
purpose of discussing a working paper with other interested countries.
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-

MODERATOR: That would be in order, I need a second for that motion,
seconded by the delegate of Russia. We are now in a unmoderated caucus for
12 minutes
(NOTE: During an unmoderated caucus delegates should speak English at all
times and may not deviate the subject for what the Unomderated caucus was
opened)

-

MODERATOR: Delegates, the time of the umoderated caucus is over. Are
there any points or motions on the floor? Yes delegate from Zimbabwe for what
point or motion do you rise?

-

ZIMBABWE: Motion to introduce working paper as Possible Resolution Paper A
(NOTE: For this motion to be in order, the working paper must have been
checked and approved by the entire table)

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate that is in order at the time. I need a second for
that motion, seconded by the delegate of Mongolia.

(NOTE: When a working paper comes into consideration to become a possible
resolution paper, a second, blank, Speaker´s List will be opened, divided in three
columns

Pro

Delegates who are in favor of the
Working Paper

Con

Delegates who are against the Working
Paper

To

Delegates who are not against nor in
favor of the resolution, since they
believe amendments should be done to
it.

the time will be set again, it will work as a usual session, where the floor will be
opened and motion must be presented before the table, all delegates wishing to
speak pro, to or con the resolution must raise their placards again when the table
calls for it)

- MODERATOR: All those delegates wanting to speak PRO, all those delegates
wishing to speak TO, all those delegates wishing to speak CON
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- MODERATOR: Delegates the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor? Yes delegate from United Kingdom, for what point or motion do you rise?
- UK: United Kingdom moves to set the time of the Speaker’s List to 1 minute with
1 guaranteed question.

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, I need a second for that motion,
seconded by the delegate of Rwanda, all votes in favor? Against? Abstentions?

-

MODERATOR: The motion clearly passes, as of now the speaking time will be
set at 1 minute with one guaranteed question. Delegate from Zimbabwe, you
are now recognized to speak PRO of Working paper A

in front of this

committee for 1 minute
-

ZIMBABWE: This should be the resolution we should pass since Zimbabwe
believes it benefits all countries because…

-

MODERATOR: And with that the delegate’s time has expired, nevertheless the
delegate still has a guaranteed question.

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate from Togo, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

TOGO: Point of inquiry to the speaker

-

MODERATOR: Delegate do you yield? (speaking to the delegate on the floor)

-

ZIMBABWE: Yes I do

-

TOGO: Why weren’t small African countries included…?

-

ZIMBABWE…

-

MODERATOR: And with that the delegate’s time has expired. You may now
take your seat. Delegates, the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor? Seeing none we will continue with the speaker’s list
(NOTE: The Speaker’s order will be one delegate speaking PRO, one delegate
speaking TO, one delegate speaking CON, and so on. Two speaker’s
defending the same position may not speak one after another, unless there are
no more speakers on the other two columns)

-

MODERATOR: We will now proceed with the delegate of Mexico, speaking TO
this resolution

-

…

-

UNITED STATES: Motion to limit debate time to the next two speakers
(NOTE: The debate may be limited to:
1. A certain amount of speakers
 Motion to limit debate to the next two speakers
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2. A certain amount of minutes
 Motion to limit debate to the next five minutes
3. Until a certain time in the clock
 Motion to limit debate until 11:30am )
-

MODERATOR: That is in order, I need a second for that motion, seconded by
the delegate of Germany, votes in favor, votes against, the motion clearly
passes, as of now the time of debate has been limited to the next two speakers.
(NOTE: Whenever the time of debate is limited, when the time ends, the
committee will proceed to immediate voting of the topic or issue being
discussed)

-

…

-

MODERATOR: And as previously stated, the time of debate has been limited
and has now expired, therefore, we will proceed to immediate voting on whether
or not this working paper should pass as a possible resolution paper.
(NOTE: During every voting session, three rounds of votes will be made
a. In favor
Against
Abstention

b. In favor
Against

c. Yes
No)
-

MODERATOR: Whenever your country’s name is called on the row call, you
must state your position. *row is called* And with that the motion to present
working paper A as a possible resolution passed, this possible resolution will
now go under the name of Possible Resolution A.

-

MODERATOR: Delegates, the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor? Yes delegate from Togo, for what point or motion do you rise?

-

TOGO: Motion to take into consideration an amendment to Possible Resolution
A
(NOTE: Whenever an amendment is taken into consideration, an alternative
speaker’s list will also be opened, but there are ONLY TWO speakers allowed
per column.
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There are two types of amendments:
1. REGULAR: these types of ammendments have to be taken in consideration by
the entire committee and voted on)
2. FRIENDLY: These type of amendments do not have to be approved by the
entire committee but have already been signed by the sponsors of the possible
resolution)

-

MODERATOR: Yes delegate, that is in order at the time, I need a second to
that motion, seconded by Argentina, votes in favor? Against? Abstentions? The
motion clearly passes, delegate from Togo, would you like to speak in favor? All
those delegates wanting to speak PRO raise your placards, TO? CON?

-

MODERATOR: Delegates the floor is open, are there any points or motions on
the floor?

-

BRAZIL: Brazil moves to set the speaking time to 45 seconds with two
guaranteed questions

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time delegates, I need a second to that
motion, votes in favor? Against? Abstentions? The motion passes the time has
now been set at 45 seconds with two guaranteed questions. Delagate o Togo,
you are now recognized to speak in front of this committee for 45 seconds

-

…

-

MODERATOR: And with that the time of the consideration of the amendment
has expired, we will now proceed with immediate voting,

-

*VOTING PROCESS IS COMPLETED*

-

MODERATOR: The motion to introduce amendment A to the resolution does
not pass, delegates, the floor is open, are there any points or motions on the
floor?
(NOTE: The consideration of Working Papers and amendments process can
and has to be done to any Working Paper who has three sponsors and has
been signed half of the committee and has been approved by the table)

-

…

-

MODERATOR; Yes, delegate from France, for what point or motion do you
rise?

-

FRANCE: Motion to proceed to the immediate reading and voting of possible
resolutions A, B
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(NOTE: For this motion to be in order the delegate motioning has to say: Motion
to open an informal session in order to read the possible resolutions A and B,
after the possible resolutions have been read, another delegate must motion to
go back to formal session in order to continue to immediate voting as: Motion to
go back to a formal session in order to proceed to immediate voting)
-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, do you wish to open an informal
session?

-

FRANCE: Yes, I do, Motion to open an informal session in order to read the
possible resolutions

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, I need a second to that motion,
seconded by the delegate of Bolivia, votes in favor? Votes against? We are now
in an informal session
(NOTE: Two sponsors from each resolution must come forward and read the
possible working paper, afterwards a session of questions will automatically be
opened and 6 questions are permitted per resolution)

-

*POSSIBLE RESOLUTION A IS READ*

-

MODERATOR: Thank you delegates, we will now proceed to a session of
questions, all delegates who wish to ask a question please raise your placards,

-

MODERATOR: Delegate from United States, for what point or motion do you
rise?

-

USA: Point of inquiry to the speakers

-

MODERATOR: Delegates, do you yield?

-

SPAIN: Yes, we do

-

USA: Why is it that thid world countries are not included in this resolution?

-

SPAIN: If you may recall paragraph 5 from the resolution…

-

….

-

MODERATOR: And with that the delegates time has expired,

-

*SAME PROCEDURE FOR POSSIBLE RESOLUTION B*

-

Delegates, the floor is open, are there any points or motions on the floor?

-

RWANDA: Motion to go back to formal session in order to proceed to
immediate voting.

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, I need a second to that motion,
seconded by the delegate of United Kingdom. Votes in favor? Against?

-

MODERATOR: We are now back to formal session and we will proceed with
immediate voting on the possible resolutions
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(NOTE: Once again three rounds of voting will be done twice, or for as many
possible resolutions as a committee has)
-

*ROW IS CALLED AND EACH COUNTRY HAS TO VOTE*

-

MODERATOR: Delegates, with the votes already counted, Possible Resolution
paper B is now recognized as Resolution Paper for topic A: The situation in
Darfur.

-

MODERATOR: Congratulations delegates, you have now reached a resolution.

-

MODERATOR: Are there any points or motions on the floor?

-

MEXICO: Motion to close the session

-

MODERATOR: That is in order at the time, I need a second to that motion,
seconded by th delegate of US, votes in favor? Against? Abstentions? The
motion clearly passes, we now declare the session closed.
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